
Bullet-Resistant 
Booths

Bio-Terrorism 
Booths

Conventional 
Booths 

Fully Assembled  
& Pre-Wired

Built to Customer 
Specifications

Delta Scientific manufactures a variety of guard booths, from high-tech 
anti-ballistic models to standard parking kiosks.

Delta’s high security booths are already used at border stations, 
federal and state buildings, military bases and other areas where there 
is a high need to keep unauthorized visitors out. Bullet-resistant 
booths can be specified as Level 1, 2, 3 or 4, with 4 providing the 
highest level of resistance. Our bullet-resistant booths are tested and 
certified to conform to Underwriters Laboratories standard UL 752  
and others as required.

We offer multiple booth configurations, including standard, high security, 
round, glass-to-glass, simple shelters, and custom designs. All booths 
are built to your specifications, equipped with a wide range of options.

Bullet-resistant guard booths
  provide unmatched protection— 
and keep unwanted visitors out!

San Ysidro Border Crossing



It’s a fact that over 12,000 systems worldwide are protected  
by Delta systems. These include U.S. embassies, nuclear plants, 
banks, manufacturing facilities, military bases, courthouses, 
private companies, major airports, car and rental lots, logistics 
centers, palaces, private residences and many more. For many 
years, Delta systems have been protecting some of the most 
important people and facilities in the world.

Since 1974, Delta has been producing products and systems  
that promote safety and security for people and property.  
Our staff is knowledgeable and experienced.

Delta has been the leader in using Finite Element Analysis to  
study vehicle collisions with fixed and moveable barriers. With  
our database of full-scale test results, we have superb computer 
models that enable us to test new designs at our desktops.   
We’re able to analyze unique situations and design products  
that will meet your special needs.

Why are Delta 
guard booths 
the de facto 

solution?

Self-contained, prefabricated, pre-wired and 
UL-listed, the BioBooth mail screening booth has 
been designed for inspectors to safely receive and 
open mail—isolating the rest of the staff and facility 
from exposure if bio-hazards are delivered.

The Mail Room Inspection BioBooth is typically installed outside of a main building or inside a shipping 
and receiving warehouse. When attacked by biological hazards, facilities such as post offices will no 
longer face a lengthy closure. Upon discovering contaminated mail, the BioBooth can be sealed, quickly 
unbolted and safely removed from public areas for decontamination.

Delta’s Mail Room Inspection BioBooths feature outer and inner workrooms with sealed doors, lighting 
and hospital-style floors. Each room has long countertops and open spaces for staging, sorting and 
prospective decontamination. A bench top-mounted HEPA-filtered laboratory hood with UV sterilization 
is pre-installed and may be flexibly positioned to isolate and protect the inspector opening packages. 
The booths have controllable drainage and an internal wash-down hose bib. An optional sub-floor basin 
catches the contaminated liquid for removal through a valve into a disposal container.

The units fit into sea-going open top shipping containers and are available in a wide range of national 
and international voltages. Both standard and custom size BioBooths are available.

Mail Screening Security 
BioBooth™



The standard Delta booth solves project headaches.  
Our standard booth is offered in two different sizes  
to fit the typical location. They are designed to 
provide protection from the changing environment  
and to offer security to your facility. 

Beyond high security and standard booths, Delta  
offers many other types of booths and shelters to  
fit a variety of needs and locations.

Round Booths 
There are areas where the typical 
square design will not work. With full 
round or half-round buildings, you 
can conform to the island design, 
giving a full view with no corner post 
interruptions. These rounded buildings 
come with swing or sliding doors. 

High security  
booths even stop 

bullets
Delta Ballistic Booth  
& Delta TT207S Barrier  
at U.S. Capitol

Guard Booths—
From Simply Shelter 
to Highly Secure



Delta Scientific bullet-resistant Level 4 booths currently 
protect the Pentagon. But you don’t have to be the 
Pentagon to take advantage of the high security offered 
by a Delta bullet-resistance guard booth. These high 
security booths are used for applications ranging from 
California’s Ontario Airport to entrances for private 

companies needing extra security. Delta’s high 
security, bullet-resistant booths are pre-
wired to N.E.C. (125 AMP, 120/240 Volt, 
6/12 station, single phase) and come fully 
assembled, ready for service.

Border stations, federal & state buildings, 
military bases—including those that protect 
our troops in the MidEast—and areas where 
there can be a “very unwanted guest” use 
Delta high security booths. Bullet Resistant 
Level 1, 2, 3 and 4 buildings are available  
for high security applications. 

Sometimes, though, booths must protect 
against more common elements than bullets.

Pre-wired to meet local code, Delta 
round booths come fully assembled, 
ready to use.

Glass-to-Glass  
Corner Booths
Glass-to-glass corners can maximize 
your work area to its full potential.  
The glass-to-glass corners with 

polished edges are sealed with 
clear silicone for water tightness. 
This 360-degree view offers a nice 
clean look with no corner post.

Pre-wired to meet local code,  
Delta glass to glass corner booths 
are fully assembled and ready  
for service.

Shelter Guard Booths  

Delta shelters are a perfect 
solution for the customer waiting 
for a bus, rental car or other 
services. These fully assembled, 
ready to use Bus Shelters are 
attractive and functional. They are 
also simple to use. Simply place 
them into position and anchor 
them to the pad.

We provide them with an electrical 
"J" box for power connection, lights, 
skylights, benches and program 
schedule boxes, as required.

BALLISTICS 
LEVEL GUN TYPE GUN EXAMPLE MUZZLE ENERGY 

(Foot Pounds)

1 Handgun-
Medium Power 9mm/Super .38 380–460

2 Handgun-
High Power .357 Magnum 548–633

3 Handgun-
Super Power .44 Magnum 971–1175

4 High Power Rifle 30-06 2580–3120

5 Military Ball/Full
Metal Copper Jacket

.308 Winchester/
Military Rifle 2519–3048

6 Multiple Shots/
Submarine Gun 9 mm Uzi 540–653

7 Multiple Shots/
Military Assault Rifle M-16 1158–1402

8 Multiple Shots/
Military Assault Rifle M-14 2519–3048



For example, the Minneapolis/St. Paul International 
Airport required 18 new parking cashier booths to 
handle its doubled parking capacity. To architecturally 
complement the new parking structure, the booths feature rounded corners and 
custom paint design. To guard against the Minnesota winters, each booth features  
two heaters and double insulation. Glass can be tinted to eliminate sun glare.

Delta created and installed 50 custom-design bullet-resistant guard booths, along 
with other equipment, for the refurbishment of the San Ysidro Landed Port of Entry 
(SYLPOE), the busiest land port in the world. The stacked bullet-resistant inspection 
booths effectively double the capacity of the 24 existing booths. The highly energy-
efficient structures have a photovoltaic and Ethylene Tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) roof 
structure that will shade cars and officers. It also provides for rain and sun protection 

for the officers in booths. Because of its 
translucent nature, it allows for natural 
light thereby requiring no artificial lighting 
during the day.

Delta Scientific can manufacture a guard 
booth that meets your specific needs  
and requirements, too.

BALLISTICS 
LEVEL GUN TYPE GUN EXAMPLE MUZZLE ENERGY 

(Foot Pounds)

1 Handgun-
Medium Power 9mm/Super .38 380–460

2 Handgun-
High Power .357 Magnum 548–633

3 Handgun-
Super Power .44 Magnum 971–1175

4 High Power Rifle 30-06 2580–3120

5 Military Ball/Full
Metal Copper Jacket

.308 Winchester/
Military Rifle 2519–3048

6 Multiple Shots/
Submarine Gun 9 mm Uzi 540–653

7 Multiple Shots/
Military Assault Rifle M-16 1158–1402

8 Multiple Shots/
Military Assault Rifle M-14 2519–3048

Universal Studios
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Complete design, installation & consulting 
services are available worldwide.

Delta Scientific Corporation is the leading worldwide manufacturer  
of vehicle access control equipment with over 260,000 square feet 
of production facilities in Palmdale, CA. Delta’s three product lines 
consist of high-security vehicle barricade systems, parking control 
equipment and guard booths.

Contact us today.

www.deltascientific.com  Phone 1-661-575-1100
GSA Contract Number GS-07F-9982H

Although typically pre-fabricated, every booth 
is composed of a series of options. For instance, 
the roof can be extended with a flat band, 
extended overhead, have skylights or be of a 
hip type with a standing seam. Flooring can be 
of steel or aluminum diamond plate, be indoor 
or outdoor carpeted, have forklift sockets or be 
provided with vinyl coating.  Insulation can be 
to R-19. There are choices to make on doors 
and windows. Is shelving needed? Do you need 
a bathroom? In many ways, you are designing 
a small building.

It’s just one example 
of creating exactly 
what a customer 
needs.


